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Double-Head Hair Trimmer
Discover the versatility and elegance of the ANLAN hair trimmer, model 05-ATMQ31-02A. This double-head trimmer combines timeless
design inspired by ancient columns with modern technology, offering unparalleled precision and user comfort. Ideal for hair grooming all
over the body, it comes equipped with a rotating head for ultra-short hair and a special trimmer for medium-length hair. In white color,
this trimmer is not only a practical tool but also an elegant addition to your bathroom.
 
Minimalist Design
The ANLAN trimmer stands out with its elegant, minimalist design that pays homage to the classical aesthetics of ancient columns. Its
white color and refined lines not only blend with any interior but also ensure a secure grip of the device.
 
Double-Head Versatility
The unique feature of this trimmer is its two heads, allowing precise hair trimming all over the body. This trimmer is incredibly versatile,
perfect for grooming both beards and hair on the head or body. The double-head design not only provides convenience but also saves
time and space, eliminating the need for multiple devices.
 
Rotating Head for Short Hair
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The ANLAN trimmer features an innovative rotating head that is  perfect for dealing with hair  less than 0.3 mm in length.  This feature
ensures incredibly precise trimming, allowing you to achieve perfectly smooth skin without irritation. It's an excellent solution for those
who value precision and a smooth shaving experience.
 
Special Trimmer for Medium-Length Hair
The second head of the trimmer is specially designed to handle hair lengths from 0.3 to 0.6 mm. This is an ideal solution for those who
prefer  a  slightly  longer  but  equally  aesthetic  and well-groomed appearance.  This  trimmer allows for  precise shaping and styling while
maintaining maximum skin protection.
 
 
Brand ANLAN Model 05-ATMQ31-02A Color White Weight 105g

Preço:

€ 23.51

Saúde e beleza, Shavers & Trimmers
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